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Dear Authors,

The paper entitled "Developing the Indonesian student’s personality through recognizing local culture and
literature: A brief study of Bugis pappaseng" explores the potential of local culture and literature to promote positive
personality development in Indonesian students. While the topic is interesting, the paper requires further development
and revision to be considered for publication.

The authors provide a brief overview of the Bugis pappaseng tradition and its potential role in promoting positive
personality development. However, I recommend that they provide more detail on the data collection and analysis
methods used in the case study. This would help readers to better understand the basis for the authors' conclusions and
the generalizability of their findings.

The writing style of the paper is generally clear, but some sentences are overly complex and difficult to follow. I
recommend that the authors simplify their language and use more concise and direct phrasing where possible.
Additionally, the authors should carefully proofread and edit their paper for grammar, spelling, and punctuation errors to
ensure that it is free from errors and written in a clear and concise style.

Furthermore, the authors should provide more discussion on the implications of their findings for future research and
practice. This would help to contextualize their study and demonstrate its relevance to broader debates in the field. For
example, the authors could explore how their findings could be applied in other contexts or with different populations, or
they could discuss how their research contributes to our understanding of the role of spirituality in personal growth and
development.

In conclusion, while the paper presents an interesting topic, it requires significant revision and development before it can
be considered for publication.

Regards,

JPSP Editors

Dear Editors,
Thank you for your feedback and suggestions on my paper entitled "Developing the Indonesian student's personality
through recognizing local culture and literature: A brief study of Bugis pappaseng". I appreciate your insightful comments
and will certainly revise the paper accordingly.

I agree that more detail on the data collection and analysis methods used in the case study would improve the clarity of
the paper and better support my conclusions. I will provide a more thorough explanation of my research design and
methodology to help readers better understand the basis for my findings.

I also appreciate your suggestion to simplify the language and phrasing in some parts of the paper to improve readability.
I will review the paper carefully to identify areas where I can use more concise and direct language without sacrificing
accuracy or clarity.

In addition, I will provide more discussion on the implications of my findings for future research and practice, as you
suggested. This will help to contextualize my study and demonstrate its relevance to broader debates in the field.

Best Regards,

Firman

 Editor <submissionjpsp@gmail.com>
 To: firman@iainpare.ac.id

Wed, Aug 3, 2022 at 9:19  PM

Editor <submissionjpsp@gmail.com>

Sat, Aug 7, 2022 at 7:21  AM 

10/5/22, 9:24  AM

Firman  <firman@iainpare.ac.id>
To:  Editor  <submissionjpsp@gmail.com>
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Dear Dr. Firman

Thank you for submitting your revised paper entitled "Developing the Indonesian student's personality through
recognizing local culture and literature: A brief study of Bugis pappaseng". After carefully reviewing your revisions, I am
pleased to inform you that your paper has been accepted for publication.

Congratulations on the acceptance of your paper, and thank you for choosing to publish with JPSP

Best regards,

Editorial Team
[Quoted text hidden]

Editor  <submissionjpsp@gmail.com>
To: Firman <firman@iainpare.ac.id>

Wed, May 17, 2023 at 10:23  PM

10/5/22, 9:24 AM
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